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[EDITORIAL]
“In the first half of 2013, AXA delivered
very strong results combining growth
and performance.”
Dear Shareholders,
In the first half of 2013, the AXA Group delivered very
strong results in line with Ambition AXA, combining
growth and performance.
First and foremost, growth: top line revenues exceeded
the €50 billion milestone, and the Group’s three business lines, Property & Casualty, Life & Savings and Asset
Management, all reported strong increases.
Next, performance: the profitability of our businesses
continued to rise. Underlying earnings growth was in the
double digits, up 16%.
We also continued to pursue an active capital management strategy by disposing of several assets whose
growth potential we felt was no longer optimal and reinvesting in higher growth businesses. Our new partnership
in China with Tian Ping is an opportunity to strengthen
our position in direct insurance, helping us to become
the largest foreign P&C insurer in China.
But the life of the Group is not confined to its income
statement. We firmly believe that improving knowledge
and understanding of the risk landscape is key to the
development of societies. This genuine conviction is the
starting point of our commitment to independent academic research. In June we allocated an additional €100
million to the AXA Research Fund budget for 2013-2018,
supplementing the initial €100 million granted when the
fund was created in 2007. Since then, it has financed
367 projects led by researchers of 49 different nationalities working in more than 150 universities in 27 countries
throughout Europe, Asia and the Americas.
Thanks to the engagement of our teams, we are well on
track to achieve Ambition AXA, and I am proud to share
these positive results with you. Our teams today are more
committed than ever to their mission to protect people
and prepare our Group for the world of tomorrow.
Henri de Castries
Chairman & CEO
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Strong first-half 2013 performance
in line with Ambition AXA
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

4% > Revenues*
rose to €50 billion

16% > Underlying earnings*
rose to €2.6 billion

26% > Adjusted earnings*
rose to €3 billion

-1% > Net income*
stable at €2.5 billion

218% > Solvency I ratio,
comfortably high

26% > Gearing ratio stable
* On a comparable basis.

The AXA Group posted strong results for the
first half of 2013. We delivered both growth
and performance.

W

ith revenues up 4% and increased underlying earnings in all main business lines, our
balance sheet is solid. It shows a high solvency
ratio, a stable gearing ratio, and €51.5 billion
in shareholders’ equity.
Our Life & Savings operations posted good
growth, driven by an increase in sales and net
inflows and a significant improvement in the
performance of our US operations.
Our Property & Casualty business also reported
top and bottom line growth with an improved
combined ratio.
In Asset Management, the positive net flow
momentum continued both at AXA Investment
Managers and AllianceBernstein.
Strong top line growth continued in high-growth
markets in both Life & Savings and Property
& Casualty.

AXA SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE

A

This strong outperformance is largely attributable to the improvement of investors’ views
regarding the company’s fundamentals, in
particular on the back of strong 1Q13 activity
indicators and the announcement of several
transactions highlighting the Group’s ability to
redeploy its capital from mature to high growth
markets.

> http://www.axa.com/en/press/financialresults/
GROWTH IN OUR THREE BUSINESS LINES
in billion euros

Life & Savings
New business sales

Property &
Casualty

Asset
Management
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Net inflows
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The AXA share price ended July up 24% to €16.58
in a still nervous environment.

fter ending the first quarter flat in a context
of political tensions in Europe, in particular
the Cyprus crisis, the AXA share price gained
momentum in the second quarter and finished
up 24% compared to January 1, 2013, strongly
outperforming both the insurance sector and
the market.
In April, the AXA share price was quite volatile
due to the macroeconomic context weighing on
the stock market. In May, AXA led the equity
rally following hopes that the ECB will continue
its measures boosting the economy. Since
the end of June, despite market worries about
the Fed potentially ending its accommodative
monetary policy, the AXA share price has accelerated its growth, far above the market and
the sector.

We continue to pursue an active capital management strategy, notably disposing of assets
in mature markets and reinvesting the capital
in higher growth businesses.
We are also maintaining our efficiency discipline and increased our cost savings by
€200 million in the first half of 2013. We
are well on our way to achieving our savings objective of €1.7 billion by 2015.
> For more detailed information, go to:
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Health insurance, a strategic

A FEW FIGURES

11 billion

€

in benefits paid to health
insurance customers in 2012
AXA’S RANKING IN THE HEALTH
MARKET IN 2012

priority for the Group
Health insurance is a business segment in
which AXA has strong expertise and customer
needs are steadily and rapidly growing. The
global health market is expected to expand
by 7% a year out to 2015 in the regions where
AXA operates.

1 > France
he contribution of health insurance to the
T
Group’s total business has increased steadNo. 2 > United Kingdom, Mexico
ily since 2010. This trend is fully in line with our
strategic objectives. We already have a strong
No. 3 > Luxembourg, Romania,
position in Europe (mainly France, Germany and
No.

Morocco

No.

the United Kingdom) and Japan. Our ambition is
to strengthen our exposure to the fast-growing
markets to become the world leader in health
insurance by 2015.

BALANCED GEOGRAPHIC PRESENCE

Over the past 18 months, our technical expertise and profitability have grown. Considerable
work has also been undertaken to improve
claims and network management and risk pricing. Each subsidiary has actively supported
the skills building of its dedicated teams. A
common framework has been established, and
know-how is more effectively shared.

4 > Hong Kong
No. 5 > Germany
No. 8 > Japan
High-growth
markets

France

22%

25%

Other

5%

United States

Germany

8%

10%

Switzerland

14%

Japan

17%

APE 2012: €2,445 million

This acceleration has been particularly sharp
in high growth markets. In Asia, teams continued to launch new services for international
and wealthy customers, designed by AXA PPP
International, that provide access to health
care while abroad. Like Indonesia, AXA Hong
Kong has also begun delivering such services,
which have been rolled out for German companies as well.

MEXICO

Dancing to fight obesity

C

heck out the upbeat dance moves featured in a responsible, inviting and quirky
prevention and awareness campaign on the
AXA People Protectors Facebook page. Obesity is a major public health issue that causes
chronic diseases such as diabetes, high blood
pressure and cardiovascular risks. A very large
number of Mexican children suffer from obesity. To help them, AXA Mexico launched its
“Bad Kilos, Good Kilos” operation on social
media networks last June.

Find out more at: https://www.facebook.com/axapeopleprotectors

New solutions are emerging in a number of
countries. In the UK, the new brand Healthon-Line offers highly competitive products
through direct and online sales. In France, the
Itelis network includes over 1,800 opticians,
3,200 dental surgeons and 450 hearing aid

Our ambition
is to strengthen
our exposure
to the fast-growing
markets to become
the world leader
in health insurance
by 2015.

specialists offering an average discount of 30%
on prescription glasses and capped prices on
dental care. AXA Japan has extended its medical assistance cover to include the treatment
of diabetes and mental disorders.
Further progress is expected in new technologies and the digital sector. Smartphone and
mobile applications are already available to
measure blood pressure and glucose levels
or perform an electrocardiogram. AXA Asia
currently offers an effective mobile application. Several pilot subsidiaries, including AXA
France, are working to develop a shared platform to offer new features such as service
itemization, geolocation of healthcare professionals, specifi c coverage requests, quotes,
claims reporting and tracking and emergency
management.

DID YOU KNOW?
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Each year, 3.2 million new cases of cancer are diagnosed in Europe. Despite the
considerable progress made in research and treatment, cancer remains a major public
health concern and the second most common cause of death.

I

n the European Union, the most frequently occurring forms of the disease
are colorectal, prostate and lung cancers.
Lung cancer is the most frequent cause of
cancer death in men, while in women, it is
breast cancer. Wide inequalities also exist
in Europe. For example, the lung cancer
mortality rate is up to three times higher in
some countries than in others. For cervical
cancer, mortality rates can quadruple from
one nation to another.
Cancers can be cured, or the prospects
of cure can be greatly increased, if they
are detected early enough. The European
Union encourages all member states to
implement screening programs, such as
regular mammograms for women starting
from the age of 50. In France, colorectal
cancer causes 16,000 deaths each year
and the number of new cases is steadily
increasing (more than 36,000 new cases
per year). The fi ve-year survival rate for
all cases combined is 57%. Prognosis is
closely related to the stage of the cancer
at the time of diagnosis: when the tumor
is superficial, the five-year survival rate is
close to 90%, but if metastasis has occurred, it is only 5%. France has therefore

launched a national screening program
to detect colorectal cancer as early as
possible. More effective treatments and
earlier diagnosis have improved survival
rates over the past few decades.
Prevention, screening and early diagnosis, medical treatment and psychological
support are essential. However, like Mena
(see below), AXA’s specialized teams also
help overcome non-medical problems that
occur when cancer suddenly changes your
life.
AXA PPP healthcare offers members and
their families affected by cancer personalized support through its Dedicated Nurse
service. Its understanding, trained nurses
help patients deal with the shock of receiving a cancer diagnosis and offer emotional, financial and administrative support,
including nutritional advice, throughout
their treatment. People do fi nd it easier
sometimes to confide in someone over the
phone. The anonymous environment can
help patients talk about their condition
openly, how it affects their body, and how
it can upset their relationships at home
or at work.

WATCH CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS ON AXA CHANNEL
Today, meet David, a keen British chef
David fought tongue cancer for six years. Fortunately, during this time, he was not alone.
Mena, an AXA PPP healthcare Dedicated Nurse, offered David support and advice to
help him cope with everyday challenges. She encouraged him in “small” ways that made
a big difference. Today, David is smiling once again.

PREVENTION, ASSISTANCE
AND SUPPORT: OUR MISSION
IS TO PROTECT YOU

I

n July, AXA launched its first corporate
brand campaign since releasing its “refining standards” tagline in 2008. Commercials
have aired in Germany, Belgium, France and
Spain.
Three different films illustrate AXA’s mission
to protect people before, during and after
an accident or a disaster. They show how
AXA People Protectors act on a daily basis
to protect their customers and their planet.
Protection is the foremost mission of AXA’s
employees.
The campaign aligns with the Group’s
ambition to become the preferred brand
in the industry by 2015. It is designed to
strengthen the brand in mature and fastgrowing markets and show how we are different, by doing business in a modern and
people-oriented way.
It is the proof that AXA is continuing to
redefine standards. It highlights true stories experienced by our customers and the
employees that offered them prevention,
assistance and support.
If you have not already done so, meet:
THÉODOROS,
the university researcher who is improving
storm forecasting so that people are better
protected;
FRANÇOIS,
the doctor who participates in emergency
rescue missions to assist people in danger;
BRUNO,
the claims adjuster who helps accident victims rebuild their day-to-day lives and their
future with confidence and peace of mind.
“Nous sommes
“Nous sommestous nés pour
tous nés pour protéger, mais
protéger, mais pour moi c’est
pour moi c’est une vocation.”
une vocation.” Theodoros,
chercheur spécialisé

Bruno,
régleur
de sinistres
corporels
graves
chez AXA.

“Nous sommes
tous nés pour
protéger, mais
pour moi c’est
une vocation.”
François,
médecin
chez AXA.

en prédiction
des tempêtes,
projet soutenu
par AXA.

www.axa.borntoprotect.com
www.axa.borntoprotect.com
www.axa.borntoprotect.com

See all the testimonials at http://channel.axa.com/en/
http://www.borntoprotect.com
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Services to help
and reassure
cancer patients

Crédit photo : DENIS FELIX

UNITED KINGDOM

Corporate
campaign

Crédit photo : DENIS FELIX
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AXA France
reaches out to
young adults

Macroeconomic analysis

by AXA Investment Managers
Over a quiet summer, economic data around the globe confirm a scenario of “global
healing,” i.e. a gradual recovery after the two shocks of the “Great Financial Crisis”
in 2008-09 and the European sovereign debt crisis in 2010-2012. We expect the second
half of the year to register an acceleration of growth in most parts of the world, led by
developed markets.
UNITED STATES: 161,000 JOBS
CREATED IN JULY

I

n the US, Q2 GDP growth (1.7%) exceeded
market expectations, but the report was also
accompanied by downward revisions to growth
in recent quarters.
Consequently, the Fed’s current forecast of
2.5% growth for 2013 looks unrealistically high
and will most likely be revised downward in
September.
But despite subdued growth in the first half
of the year, the labor market has continued
to expand steadily, adding 161,000 jobs in
July. We expect the pace of growth to pick up
through the rest of this year. Wealth effects
from higher housing and financial asset prices
will further bolster consumption and the drag
from fiscal policy should fade.
The industrial sector is already expanding at
the fastest rate in two years, according to the
July ISM (1) survey. As such, the tapering of
quantitative easing from the Federal Reserve
remains set for September.

ment but is not lowering its guard just yet.
After its August meeting, Europe’s central bank
confirmed its soft form of forward guidance and
its policy stance should remain very accommodative for years to come. From a political
perspective, the main events in Europe over
coming months should be the German federal
election on September 22 and ongoing banking
union negotiations. Political instability in Italy
also continues to be worth watching closely.

JAPAN: POSITIVE ECONOMIC
MOMENTUM ENTERING
THE SECOND HALF
“Abenomics,” the new economic policy
launched by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, continues to give positive signs in Japan. GDP
growth is expected to have been strong in
the second quarter and momentum remains
positive into the second half of the year. The
massive asset-purchase program of the Bank
of Japan has resulted in a large depreciation of
the Yen and a strong rebound in stock markets,
bolstering confidence and corporate profits.

EURO ZONE: ECONOMY
EXPECTED TO STABILIZE
IN THE THIRD QUARTER

CHINA: JULY’S FORWARDLOOKING INDICATORS IMPROVE

In the euro area, the economic outlook is improving. Economic data from both the household and manufacturing sectors suggest positive GDP growth in the second quarter of 2013,
supported by Germany’s strong performance.
The trend is also improving in the periphery,
with the pace of contraction slowing markedly
in Spain.
Looking ahead, we expect the economy to stabilize further in the third quarter before initiating a more material recovery toward year-end.
At the country level, we expect “double divergence,” with Germany outperforming France
and Spain doing better than Italy in the coming
quarters. The ECB took note of the improve-

July’s leading indicators, such as the manufacturing PMI, (2) recovered a little, with the
more forward-looking components improving.
This development supports our view that
concerns over a hard landing are misplaced
and that sequential growth should accelerate
by year-end, which would bring annual GDP
growth close to the offi cial stated objective
of 7.5%.

(1) ISM: Institute for Supply Management.

China has also been giving reassuring signs
in recent weeks after a policy-induced liquidity
crunch and poor data raised fears of a disorderly slowdown. Second quarter GDP rose by
7.0%, a modest acceleration compared with
the first quarter.

(2) PMI: Purchasing Managers Index.

SWITCH AND SOON ARE TWO
FACETS OF THE PROGRAM
ANNOUNCED IN JUNE TO WIN
OVER YOUNG ADULTS AGED
18 TO 29 WITH USEFUL,
CONVENIENT, MOBILE AND
ENGAGING INNOVATIONS.

S

witch by AXA caters to young people,
offering them insurance tailored to their
needs and budgets. Switch offers homeowner
and auto coverage at special rates with services designed specifically for young adults,
as well as an AXA Banque savings account.
The insurance can be purchased online at
switch.axa.fr or using a smartphone, and AXA
offers every policyholder the Pass Switch by
AXA. Pass Switch holders have access to special offers at a variety of retailers all around
in France and money-saving deals in leisure,
fitness, travel and personal services. They
can also share their own great deals with the
whole Switch community.
http://switch.axa.fr

86%

of young French adults
are concerned about managing
their budget
Source: “AXA Votre Service” Observatory.

KNOWING HOW MUCH YOU
HAVE LEFT TO SPEND

Y

oung people are concerned about managing their money, and AXA Banque’s answer is a smart bank account called Soon.
Its “left to spend” feature factors in future
expenses, helping them to stay within their
budget. It’s a trusted advisor that assists
them in their everyday decision-making, by
monitoring purchasing power in real time.
Account holders can choose to attach a file,
photo or comment to each transaction, in a
secure session, as a souvenir of the event or
how they felt at the time. Soon also makes
it easier to manage personal projects. Soon
helps young people finance a trip, new computer, car, etc. at the right pace and in an
engaging way.
The smooth design and technological innovations of Soon make transactions easy to
handle. Soon is fully smartphone-enabled and
100% paper-free, meeting the expectations
and lifestyles of young consumers.
www.soon.fr
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2013 Agenda
September 19, 2013
PRIVATE TOUR OF THE LOUVRE MUSEUM “ART
AND POWER: HOW LEADERS ARE PORTRAYED”

September 27, 2013
VILLAGE DES ACTIONNAIRES,
ROLAND GARROS, PARIS

Village des Actionnaires

September 30, 2013
SHAREHOLDERS’ INFORMATION MEETING
ANNECY

October 2, 2013

Launched in 2012, the Village des Actionnaires immediately defined itself as a high-value,
inclusive event, attracting nearly 1,000 visitors the first year. The next edition will take place
on September 27 at the Roland Garros stadium.

SHAREHOLDERS’ INFORMATION MEETING
AVIGNON

P

9M 2012 ACTIVITY INDICATORS

articipating partner companies are driven
by a shared sense of responsibility and
engagement and a desire to strengthen their
relationships of trust with shareholders and
investors through active listening, dialogue
and clear information.
AXA is pleased to welcome you to the second
Village des Actionnaires in Paris, whose theme
is “Innovation: the new challenges brought on
by global economic competition.”
We hope to see you at the many conferences,
workshops and private meetings that are
planned:
> At 10 am, Henri de Castries, Chairman and
CEO of AXA, will participate in a conference

entitled “Innovation as an Asset in International Competition”;
> At 1:30 pm, a “Protection and Wealth Management: Customized Solutions” workshop
will be held;
> All day long, you can come to speak with us
at AXA’s reception area.
Registration for the conferences and
workshops will open on September 5. To
sign up or make an appointment with an AXA
advisor, visit http://www.levillagedes
actionnaires .com/inscrire.html
or call 01 45 49 65 51.

CÔTÉ AXA ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS

What are the advantages of holding pure registered shares?
There are different ways to hold your AXA shares:

October 25, 2013
November 5, 2013
ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR INDIVIDUAL
SHAREHOLDERS (CCAI) MEETING, PARIS

November 13, 2013
THEMATIC CONFERENCE: DISCOVERING
AXA ASSISTANCE, PARIS

December 5, 2013
SHAREHOLDERS’ INFORMATION MEETING
METZ

December 10, 2013
PRIVATE TOUR OF THE LOUVRE MUSEUM
“THE SPRING OF THE RENAISSANCE.
SCULPTURE AND ARTS IN FLORENCE,
1400-1460”

December 11, 2013
SHAREHOLDERS’ INFORMATION MEETING
LILLE

> Through an intermediary (e.g. bank or broker), with your shares registered in the
intermediary’s name (“in street name”).

CONTACT US

> Through an intermediary (e.g. bank or broker), but with your shares directly registered
in AXA’s books (“administered registered”).

Individual Shareholders

> As “pure registered” shares, in which case the AXA Group fully manages your shares.
There are many advantages to holding pure registered shares:
You are systematically invited to shareholders’ meetings;
You have two voting rights for every share held continuously for at least two years;
Your dividends are paid by bank-to-bank transfer;
Assistance is available by telephone if you have any questions;
You can view your portfolio value online and place trades;
At the beginning of each year, you receive a portfolio statement as of December 31
and a capital gains summary for your tax reporting;
In the event of a transaction involving AXA shares (e.g. share subscription or exercise
of voting rights), AXA asks for and follows your instructions;
You automatically become a member of the Shareholders’ Circle and are regularly
informed about key Group events.
Send your questions to:

actionnaires.web@axa.com

Would you like to respond to any of the topics covered in this issue?
Your opinion matters: actionnaires.web@axa.com
Would you like to receive our upcoming publications by email?
Sign up now at: actionnaires.web@axa.com

AXA – Individual Shareholder Relations
25, avenue Matignon – 75008 Paris
APPEL GRATUIT DEPUIS UN POSTE FIXE EN FRANCE MÉTROPOLITAINE

TOLL-FREE NUMBER FROM A FIXED-LINE PHONE IN FRANCE

From abroad: + 33 (0) 1 40 75 48 43
E-mail: actionnaires.web@axa.com
PRICE OF A LOCAL CALL FROM FRANCE

Registered Shareholders
PRIX D’UN APPEL LOCAL DEPUIS UN POSTE FIXE

For all requests related to your pure registered
account, please contact:
BNP – Paribas Securities Services
Corporate Trust Services
Relation actionnaires AXA
Les Grands Moulins de Pantin
9, rue du Débarcadère – 93761 Pantin Cedex

APPEL GRATUIT DEPUIS UN POSTE FIXE EN FRANCE MÉTROPOLITAINE

TOLL-FREE NUMBER FROM A FIXED-LINE PHONE IN FRANCE

PRICE OF A LOCAL CALL FROM FRANCE

From abroad: + 33 (0) 1 40 14 80 00
E-mail : axa_relations@bnpparibas.com
PRIX D’UN APPEL LOCAL DEPUIS UN POSTE FIXE
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